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Abstract
The rules classifying the connections of the ranks of successive Hermitian Toeplitz ma-
trices were presented in Iohvidov’s book (Hankel and Toeplitz Matrices and Forms). This
paper generalizes those rules to new rules for successive Hermitian block Toeplitz matrices
Tm and Tm+1. Given a Hermitian block Toeplitz matrix, Tm, we present the symmetric lattice
pentagon of all possible inertias for a successor, Tm+1. These results are based on our work
with Nir Cohen [SIAM J. Matrix Anal. Appl. 19 (1998)].
Freund and Huckle showed that Hermitian block Toeplitz matrices which admit “singular”
extensions, rank Tm+1 = rank Tm coincide with those which admit a factorization with Krylov
matrices. This paper extends their list of sufficient conditions.
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1. Introduction
A Hermitian block Toeplitz matrix is a block matrix with blocks {Mij , i, j =
1, . . . , m+ 1}, based on m+ 1 given α × α-matrices, C0 = C∗0 , C1, C2, . . . , Cm,
where
Mij = Cj−i when j > i,
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Mij = C∗i−j when i > j, and
Mii = C0 = C∗0 , i, j = 1, . . . , m+ 1.
Thus Hermitian block Toeplitz matrices are determined by their top block row. We
let Tm = T (C0, C1, C2, . . . , Cm) denote the block Hermitian Toeplitz matrix whose
top block row is (C0, C1, C2, . . . , Cm) with C0 = C∗0 .
When α = 1, these Tm are the classical Hermitian Toeplitz matrices. The rules
classifying the connections of the ranks of successive Hermitian Toeplitz matrices
are presented in Iohvidov’s book [8]. We generalize these rules to new rules which
describe important connections among the ranks and inertias of successive Hermitian
block Toeplitz matrices.
Definitions. The inertia of a Hermitian matrix, which is denoted by In(H)=(π(H),
ν(H), δ(H)), is the number of positive, negative, and zero eigenvalues of a Hermi-
tian matrix H . They are also called the positivity, negativity and nullity of H .
Notation. Given a Hermitian block Toeplitz matrix Tm as above, then Tm−1 =
T (C0, C1, C2, . . . , Cm−1) and we set (πj , νj , δj ) = In Tj for j = m− 1, m. Set
Tm+1(Z) = T (C0, C1, C2, . . . , Cm,Z) for each α × α matrix Z. Consider Z to be a
variable.
Definition. The inertial polygon for Tm+1(Z) is the [lattice] polygon of points
{In Tm+1(Z) ∀Z∈Cα×α }. The word “lattice” will be omitted, but it is to be understood.
The main result is:
Theorem 1.1 (The inertial symmetric pentagon for successive Hermitian block
Toeplitz matrices (Fig. 1)). Given a Hermitian block Toeplitz matrix Tm = T (C0, C1,
C2, . . . , Cm). Let Bm and D∗m be the single block row α ×mα-submatrices of Tm
defined by
Bm = (C1, C2, . . . , Cm) and Dm = (C∗m, . . . , C∗2 , C∗1 )∗.
Let rm and m be the “rank” numbers defined by
rm = rank[B∗m, Tm−1,Dm]∗,
m = max
{
rm − rank[B∗m, Tm−1]∗, rm − rank[Tm−1,Dm]∗
}
.
Then the inertial polygon for {Tm+1(Z) ∀Z} is the pentagon consisting of all nonneg-
ative integer vectors (πm+1, νm+1, (m+ 2)α − πm+1 − νm+1) = In Tm+1(Z),which
satisfy these three inequalities:
In Tm+1(Z)  In Tm +m(1, 1,−1), (1.1)
|(πm+1 − νm+1)− (πm − νm)|  rank Tm − rm, (1.2)
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Fig. 1. The inertial symmetric pentagon for Tm+1(Z).
rank Tm+1(Z)  2α + rm. (1.3)
Remark. Thus the inertial polygon of Theorem 1.1 is a “pencil-shaped” pentagon;
sometimes it will be a degenerate pentagon. It is symmetric about the straight line,
In Tm + {t (1, 1,−1) ∀t }; two sides are parallel to the line of symmetry and they have
equal length. The “pencil point” is the vertex which is on the line of symmetry; the
two sides meeting at the pencil point have equal length. The side opposite the pencil
point is the “eraser end”.
We note that [B∗m, Tm−1,Dm]∗ (whose rank defines rm) is the submatrix of
Tm+1(Z), obtained by dropping the two outside block columns.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is presented at the end of Section 2.
Definitions. If rank Tm+1(Z0) = min{rank Tm+1(Z) ∀Z}, then the completion
Tm+1(Z0) is called a minimal rank completion of Tm, and rank Tm+1(Z0) is called the
minimal rank for Tm+1(Z). Similarly if rank Tm+1(Z1) = max{rank Tm+1(Z) ∀Z},
then Tm+1(Z1) is called a maximal rank completion of Tm and rank Tm+1(Z1) is
called the maximal rank for Tm+1(Z).
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The following theorem will state that the minimal rank for Tm+1(Z) occurs at the
“pencil point”; the maximal rank occurs along the “eraser end”.
Theorem 1.2 (The minimal rank completion of Tm+1(Z)). Assume the hypotheses
of Theorem 1.1. Let Z0 be a minimal rank completion for the Tm+1(Z). Then (using
m as defined in Theorem 1.1) :
In Tm+1(Z0) = In Tm +m(1, 1,−1)+ (0, 0, α −m) (1.4)
and rank Tm+1(Z0) = rank Tm + 2m. The maximal rank is 2α + rm.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is presented at the end of Section 2.
Special cases when the inertial symmetric pentagon is a straight line segment, a
point and a triangle, will be presented as Theorems 3.2–3.4 and 3.7.
Freund and Huckle in [6] showed that Hermitian block Toeplitz matrices which
admit “rank preserving” or “singular” extensions, that is rank Tm+1 = rank Tm coin-
cide with those which admit a factorization with Krylov matrices. The next theorem
extends their list of sufficient conditions for a Hermitian block Toeplitz matrix to
admit a “singular” extension.
Theorem 1.3 (Singular extensions). Given a Hermitian block Toeplitz matrix Tm.
Suppose that
(i) rank Tm − rank Tm−1 = 1 or 0,
or just that
(ii) πm−1 = πm,
or just that
(iii) νm−1 = νm.
Then there is a matrix Z0 such that rank Tm+1(Z0) = rank Tm.
Remark. Note that (iii) is a necessary but not sufficient condition for Tm to be a
positive semidefinite matrix.
The proof is presented at the end of this paper.
The results in this paper are based on our work in [1], with Nir Cohen, which
describes the seven-sided inertial polygon for a Hermitian block “bordered” matrix
or a Hermitian “one-step” block completion, in terms of the inertias and ranks of
certain submatrices. The basic results of [1] are its Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 5.1,
which we will restate as Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 1.4 (Poincaré inequalities). Given a Hermitian matrix H in block form
H =
(
A B
B∗ C
)
.
Then
π(H)  π(A) and ν(H)  ν(A).
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Next an extension of Poincaré inequalities. A plethora of consequences of this
extension were presented in [4].
Theorem 1.5 (Extended Poincaré inequalities [3,4]). Given a Hermitian matrix H in
block form
H =
(
A B
B∗ C
)
and set
 = rank(A,B)∗ − rankA = Dim KerA− Dim Ker(A,B)∗.
Then
InH  InA+(1, 1,−1).
Hence
π(H)  π(A)+ and ν(H)  ν(A)+.
Four sides of the inertial symmetric pentagon of Theorem 1.1 are “specified” by
the Extended Poincaré Inequalities. (See the calculations for Claim 5.2 of [1] and
the sentence preceding it.) These Extended Poincaré Inequalities also immediately
imply:
Corollary 1.6. Given a Hermitian block Toeplitz matrix Tm = T (C0, C1, C2, . . . ,
Cm). Let Bm, Dm and Tm−1 be the block submatrices of Tm defined by
Bm = (C1, C2, . . . , Cm), D∗m = (C∗m, . . . , C∗2 , C∗1 ) and
Tm−1 = T (C0, C1, C2, . . . , Cm−1).
Set
ˆm = Max
{
rank[B∗, Tm−1]∗ − rank Tm−1, rank[Tm−1,D]∗ − rank Tm−1
}
.
Then
In Tm  In Tm−1 + ˆm(1, 1,−2) (1.5)
and hence rank Tm  rank Tm−1 + 2ˆm.
2. General Hermitian block Toeplitz matrices
In this section, we will establish Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, largely by specializing
Theorem 1.1 of [1] to the case where InR1 = InR2.
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Theorem 2.1 (The inertial pentagon for the bordered block matrix with “matching”
inertias). Given the “bordered” Hermitian block matrix
P(Z) =

 A B ZB∗ C D
Z∗ D∗ E

 ,
where A, C and E are Hermitian (real or complex) matrices of sizes α × α, β × β
and α × α, respectively, and B and D∗ are matrices of sizes α × β. Set
R1 =
(
A B
B∗ C
)
and R2 =
(
C D
D∗ E
)
.
Given and set
InR1 = InR2 = (π, ν, δ),
r = rank(B∗, C,D),
 = max {r − rank(B∗ C), r − rank(C D)},
p0 = π + and n0 = ν +.
Then the inertial polygon for {P(Z) ∀Z} is the pentagon consisting of all integer
vectors (p, n, 2α + β − p − n), which satisfy these three inequalities:
InP(Z)  InR1 +(1, 1,−1), (2.1)
|(p − n)− (π − ν)|  rankR1 − r, (2.2)
rankP(Z)  2α + r. (2.3)
Proof. This theorem is Theorem 1.1 of [1] with “equal inertias”; this simplifies the
inequalities of Theorem 1.1 of [1] to:
p0  p  α + π, (2.4)
n0  n  α + ν, (2.5)
r − 2ν  p − n  2π − r, (2.6)
p + n  2α + r. (2.7)
Using the definition of , these inequalities are easily converted into most of the
inequalities of Theorem 2.1. The exceptions are the right-hand inequalities in (2.4)
and (2.5), which we will now show are redundent. Note that the three sides,
p + n = 2α + r, p = α + π and p − n = 2π − r,
meet in the common point (p, n) = (π + α, r − π + α). Hence the line p = α + π
falls outside the region determined by the other two lines. Thus the line p = α + π
is redundent.
Similarly the line n = α + ν is redundent. 
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Remark. An example of a “P(Z)” with a seven-sided inertial polygon, with no
degenerate sides was presented on page 594 of [1, Fig. 5.1]. Needless to say in that
example InR1 /= InR2.
Observing that the classical Toeplitz situation belongs to the bordered type, we
and Ellis and Lay, independently in [2,5], reproved the rules (in [8]) classifying the
connections of the ranks of successive Hermitian Toeplitz matrices. Similarly, the
Hermitian block Toeplitz matrices may be viewed profitably as a “block bordered
matrix”, as will be noted in Observation 2.3. This will be the basis of our analysis of
Hermitian block Toeplitz matrices.
Corollary 2.2. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. Let Z0 be a minimal rank
completion for the P(Z). Then
InP(Z0) = InR1 +(1, 1,−1)+ (0, 0, α −) and
rankP(Z0) = rankR1 + 2. (2.8)
The maximal rank for P(Z) is r + 2α.
Plane geometry implies that neither the eraser end p + n  2α + r nor the pencil
point can be redundent; therefore the maximal rank and minimal rank completions
occur therein.
Observation 2.3. Given a block Hermitian Toeplitz matrix Tm = T (C0, C1, C2, . . . ,
Cm). The possible completions to a block Toeplitz matrix, Tm+1(Z) = T (C0, C1, C2,
. . . , Cm,Z), is a bordered matrix about Tm−1 = T (C0, C1, C2, . . . , Cm−1) with
P(Z), R1, R2 and C of Theorem 2.1 being P(Z) = Tm+1(Z), R1 = R2 = Tm and
C = Tm−1. Also π = πm and ν = νm. Also, the B, D, rm, and m of Theorem 1.1
are the B,D, r, and  of Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. These theorems are combinations of Observation
2.3, Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2. 
3. Special types of Hermitian block Toeplitz matrices
In this section, we will present many corollaries of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 includ-
ing special cases when the inertial polygon for Tm+1(Z) is a triangle, a line or a
point.
Lemma 3.1 (Internal inequalities when there are matching (or almost matching)
ranks). Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1.
(a) If rankR1 = rankR2 = r, then
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2ˆ = rankR1 − rankC. (3.1)
Also, rankP(Z0)− rankR1 = rankR1 − rankC.
(b) If (i) rankC = rankR1 = rankR2 or if (ii) 1 + rankC = rankR1 = rankR2,
then
0 =  = ˆ. (3.2)
Also, rankP(Z0) = rankR1 and the maximal rank completions for P(Z) have
rank equal to 2α + rankC.
Proof. Inequality (5.3) of [1], together with the hypothesis rankR1 = rankR2, im-
plies that rankR1 − rankC  2ˆ. Elementary rank considerations imply that 2ˆ 
r − rankC. These two inequalities, together with the hypothesis rankR1 = r , imply
that
2ˆ  rankR1 − rankC  2ˆ. (3.3)
This completes the proof of (3.1). Eqs. (3.1) and (2.8) establish the “also” part.
Elementary rank considerations and (i) rankC = rankR1 = rankR2 imply
Eq. (3.2); the Extended Poincaré Inequalities (Theorem 1.5) and (ii) 1 + rankC =
rankR1 = rankR2 also imply Eq. (3.2). 
Theorem 3.2 (A “possibly short” line segment inertial set). Assume the hypotheses of
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 and Corollary 1.6 for a given Hermitian block Toeplitz matrix
Tm with rank rm. Then
rank Tm = 2ˆm + rank Tm−1, (3.4)
In Tm = In Tm−1 + ˆm(1, 1,−2)+ (0, 0, α). (3.5)
Also, the inertial pentagon for Tm+1(Z) is the line segment (or point)
{In Tm+1(Z) ∀Z} = In Tm +m(1, 1,−1)+ (0, 0, α −m)
+{k(1, 1,−2), k = 0, 1, . . . , (α −m)}. (3.6)
Proof. The hypothesis rank Tm = rm and Observation 2.3 imply that the hypoth-
esis of Lemma 3.1 part (a) is satisfied. Then Lemma 3.1 part (a) and Observation
2.3 imply (3.4). Corollary 1.6 and (3.4) imply (3.5). The hypothesis rank Tm = rm,
together with Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, implies that the inertial pentagon for Tm+1(Z)
degenerates to a line segment with minimal rank 2m + rank Tm and maximal rank
2α + rank Tm. This implies (3.6). 
Theorem 3.3 (A “long” line segment inertial set). Given a Hermitian block Toep-
litz matrix Tm. Suppose that rank Tm = rank Tm−1. Then the inertial pentagon for
Tm+1(Z) is the straight line segment:
In Tm+1(Z) = In Tm + (0, 0, α)+ k(1, 1,−2), k = 0, 1, . . . , α.
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Proof. We consider Tm as the bordered matrix of Observation 2.3. Lemma 3.1
part (b) and the hypothesis rank Tm = rank Tm−1 imply ˆm = 0 which in turn im-
plies rm = rank Tm−1. This and the hypothesis rank Tm = rank Tm−1 provide rm =
rank Tm. Then Theorem 3.2 establishes this theorem. 
Theorem 3.4 (A point inertial set). Given a Hermitian block Toeplitz matrix Tm with
rm as defined in Theorem 1.1. Then the inertial pentagon for Tm+1(Z) is a single
point if and only if
rank Tm = rm = 2α + rank Tm−1. (3.7)
This unique inertia is
In Tm+1(Z) = In Tm + α(1, 1,−1) = In Tm−1 + 2α(1, 1,−1) ∀Z. (3.8)
Proof. Assume (3.7), then Theorem 3.2 is applicable. Eqs. (3.4) and (3.7) imply that
ˆm = α. Then Eq. (3.6) implies the left-hand equation of (3.8) and hence the inertial
pentagon is reduced to a single point. Equations ˆm = α, (3.7) and (1.5) imply the
right-hand equation of (3.8).
Conversly, the inertial pentagon being a single point implies that the maximal
rank equals the minimal rank, that is (by Theorem 1.2): rm + 2α = rank Tm + 2m.
A point is a degenerate line, and condition (1.2) for the inertial pentagon being a
line is rank Tm = rm. These two equations may be combined to yield α = m. Rank
considerations imply that α  ˆm  m. Hence α = ˆm. Rank considerations and
(1.5), resp., provide
2α + rank Tm−1  rank Tm  2ˆm + rank Tm−1.
These last two inequalities and α = ˆm imply that rank Tm = 2α + rank Tm−1. 
Theorem 3.5 (A non-line segment inertial set). Given a Hermitian block Toeplitz
matrix Tm with rm as defined in Theorem 1.1. Suppose that rank Tm − rank Tm−1 is
an odd integer. Then rank Tm > rm and hence the inertial pentagon for Tm+1(Z) has
width; it does not collapse to a line segment.
Using (1.2) and (3.4), this theorem is basically a contrapositive to Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.6 (A narrow pentagon). Given a Hermitian block Toeplitz matrix Tm.
Suppose that rank Tm = 1 + rank Tm−1. Then the inertial pentagon for Tm+1(Z) is
the “narrow” pentagon
{
In Tm+1(Z) ∀Z
} = In Tm + (0, 0, α − 1)+ {v + k(1, 1,−2)
∀v∈{(1,0,0),(0,1,0),(0,0,1)} and ∀k=0,1,...,α−1
}
.
Proof. The hypothesis rank Tm = 1 + rank Tm−1, together with Lemma 3.1 part
(b), implies that ˆm = 0 and hence (using the definition of ˆm) rm = rank Tm−1 =
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rank Tm − 1. This and (1.2) imply that the pentagon is narrow; hence “v” supplies
the correct width of one. Also ˆm = 0, together with Theorem 1.2, implies that the
minimal rank for Tm+1(Z) is rank Tm. Also rm = rank Tm − 1, together with The-
orem 1.2, implies that the maximal rank for Tm+1(Z) is 2α − 1 + rank Tm. Using
these minimal and maximal ranks to bound the inertial pentagon, we see that the
narrow inertial pentagon must be the one listed. 
Corollary 3.7 (“Big” triangular inertial sets). Given an invertible Hermitian block
Toeplitz matrix Tm. Then the inertial pentagon for Tm+1(Z) is the triangle
In Tm + {(a, b, c) f or all a, b, c  0 such that a + b + c = α}.
This result is a corollary to Corollary 5.5 of [1] and Observation 2.3 here.
Lemma 3.8. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. Suppose that the inertial pen-
tagon is not just a single point. Then the inertial pentagon for Tm+1(Z) is a triangle
if and only if
rank Tm − α = rm −m. (3.9)
Proof. According to Theorem 1.1, the inertial pentagon for Tm+1(Z) is a triangle
if and only if the pentagon is missing its “slant” sides. This occurs when the maxi-
mum rank equals the minimum rank plus the “horizontal width”, that is when (using
Theorem 1.2)
rm + 2α = (rank Tm + 2m)+ (rank Tm − rm).
This equation is equivalent to the desired one. 
Theorem 3.9 (Triangular inertial sets). Given a Hermitian block Toeplitz matrix Tm.
Suppose that
(i) rank Tm = 2α − 1 + rank Tm−1 or
(ii) rank Tm = 2α + rank Tm−1. (3.10)
Then the inertial pentagon for Tm+1(Z) is a triangle, except when it is a point.
The proof is left to the reader.
3.1. Singular extensions
We restate these two definitions from [6,7] by Freund and Huckle.
Definition. A Hermitian block Toeplitz extension Tm+1 of a Hermitian block Toep-
litz matrix Tm is a singular extension if rank Tm+1 = rank Tm; it is a positive exten-
sion if νm+1 = νm.
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Part (d) of Theorem 1 of [6] shows that Hermitian block Toeplitz matrices which
admit singular extensions coincide with those which admit a particular type of fac-
torization with Krylov matrices (Eq. (14) of [6]).
Corollary 3.10 (Freund and Huckle). Given a Hermitian block Toeplitz matrix Tm.
Then the following are equivalent:
(i) Tm has a singular extension;
(ii) Tm has a positive extension;
(iii) 0 = m of Theorem 1.1;
(iv) (Ker Tm ∩ [0α ⊕ Ker Tm−1])⊕ 0α = 0α ⊕ (Ker Tm ∩ [Ker Tm−1 ⊕ 0α]).
This corollary follows immediately from Theorem 1.2. It is also essentially parts
(a) and (b) of Theorem 1 of [6] and part (a) of Theorem 3 of [7].
Freund and Huckle show, as Corollary 2 in [6], that a Hermitian block Toeplitz
matrix Tm admits a singular extension if it is a positive semidefinite matrix or an
invertible matrix or if Tm−1 is an invertible matrix. Alternatively, if either Tm or
Tm−1 is an invertible matrix, then 0 = m of Theorem 1.1 and then Theorem 1.2
implies that Tm admits a singular extension. That Tm admits a singular extension, if
it is positive semidefinite, is also a special case of Theorem 1.5 of [4].
We extend Freund and Huckle’s list of sufficient conditions as Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. This is mostly the minimal rank part of Theorems 3.6 and
3.3.
When (ii) πm−1 = πm (or when (iii) νm−1 = νm), the Extended Poincaré Inequal-
ities (Theorem 1.5) imply that m = 0. Then Theorem 1.2 implies that Tm admits a
singular extension.
The condition (i) implies either condition (ii) or condition (iii); just done. 
Corollary 3.11. Given a Hermitian block Toeplitz matrix Tm.
(a) Suppose that rank Tm − rank Tm−1 = 1. Then there is a matrix Z1 such that
Tm+1(Z1) is a positive extension but not a singular extension of Tm; in par-
ticular In Tm+1(Z1) = In Tm = (1, 0, α − 1).
(b) Suppose that rank Tm = rank Tm−1. Then the positive extension of Tm is also the
singular extension.
Proof. This corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.3, together with
Theorem 3.6 for part (a) and with Theorem 3.4 for part (b). 
Remark. Theorem 3.3 implies that singular extensions propogate. If there is a sin-
gular extension, then there is a singular extension of the singular extension, etc. We
note that there are singular extensions of a Hermitian block Toeplitz matrix Tm when
condition (i) or (ii) or (iii) of Theorem 1.3 holds or when (iv) either Tm or Tm−1 is
an invertible matrix, or when
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(v) either [B∗m, Tm−1]∗ or [Tm−1,Dm]∗ is a full rank matrix, or
(vi)  = 0.
Corollary 3.12 (Postponed singular extensions). Given a Hermitian block Toeplitz
matrix Tm with the notation of Theorem 1.1 for Tm. Suppose that
(i) [B∗m, Tm−1,Dm]∗ is a full rank matrix,
(ii) but [Tm−1,Dm]∗ is not a full rank matrix.
Then Tm has no singular extension, but there is an α × α matrix Zm+1 such that
Tm+1(Zm+1) has a singular extension.
Proof. Conditions (i) and (ii) imply that ˆ > 0, which together with Theorem 1.1
implies that there is no singular extension for Tm. That [B∗m, Tm−1,Dm]∗ is a full
rank, together with Theorem 1.1, implies that there is an α × α matrix Zm+1 such
that Tm+k(Zm+1) has full rank and hence is invertible and hence, using Corollary 3.7
with condition (iv), Tm+k(Zm+1) has a singular extension. 
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